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We are a successful business that has been specialized in furniture development and manufacturing. Through our over-a-decade 
efforts in strengthening manufacturing expertise and introducing eye-catching designs, we have successfully included a good 
number of giants from all over the world such as hotel brands Shangri-La, The St. Regis, Westin, and the biggest cruise ship 
manufacturer  from Italy, Fincantieri, ect. into our client base.

Some of the giants have been keeping educating us on how they look at what can be done to improve sleep quality, which really 
inspired us. We saw it as an opportunity of achieving something greater and more meaningful, so we started our relentless research 
on mattress. After countless failures on experimenting with trials of new materials, finally we found polyethylene resin based 
material works out the best. It turns out to be well received.

We created the brand of Stranleap. It was born with the genetic makeup of innovation under the vision to serve the purpose, which
is to revolutionize the way we sleep. The speedy growth seen in the past 3 years in China is a strong evidence to the conclusion that
the New Generation Mattress carries a magic power within, which helps convince us of its prevelence and popularity in the global
market we can hardly wait to develop.

We believe the New Generation Mattress will revolutionize the way we sleep. If you believe what we believe, please join us as a part 
of what we do and spread the New Generation Mattress  as a blessing to the world. Fore sure we will make it a name that can be 
remembered by and be passed down to our children’s children.

ABOUT
STRANLEAP
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CORPORATE 
CULTURE
Vision: 
Revolutionize the Way Humans Sleep.

Mission:
Technology Empowers Sleep.

Belief:
We believe business is where social resources 
are utilized to the best efficiency. If a business 
can not run at this level, it is a force that 
consumes the society, not a force that makes 
the world better.

Values:

Mission-Driven
The Greater the Mission Is, the Better We 
Will Be Inspired.

Innovation-Steered
Innovations Distinguish between Ordinaries 
and Extra-ordinaries.

Introspection-Motivated
What We Achieve inwardly Will Change 
Outer Reality.

Perseverance-Empowered
Nothing Can Defeat Us unless We Give up.
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STRATEGIES 

Expand Geographic Presence.
We market our products mostly in China. We have consolidated 
and strengthened our presence through our hard work. We will 
spare no efforts to expand our business into the international 
market in years to come by setting up a much more attractive 
incentive mechanism to motivate distributors to grow to 
undertake a greater role in their countries.

Continue Innovation and Product 
Development.
Every year we allocate 6%-9% of our business revenue for 
technology development. We will constantly invest into 
innovations. Through our consistent innovations, we have 
established an overwhelming advantage over our rivals in our 
principal market. We will continue to invest even at a bigger 
scale than before to consolidate and strengthen our presence.

Develop Insights on Customer 
Potential Demands.
We will carry out an ambitious plan into market investigation to 
gain deeper insights on the market trend, and integrate what 
we will learn from market investigation into product 
development, so as to ceaselessly sustain or lead the changing 
demand of the market. 

Attract Talents to Strengthen 
Manufacturing Capabilities.
We uphold the idea that quality is life and we will attract minds 
with rich and skillful experience in manufacturing expertise in 
terms of quality control, and efficiency enhancement.
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What Is Stranleap New Generation Mattress?

Why Do People Prefer Stranleap New Generation Mattress ?

Is Stranleap New Generation Mattress much more Expensive 
than the Traditional Ones?

Stranleap New Generation Mattress is made of a food-grade, nontoxic, efficient 
and recyclable fiber, designed to completely align spine and relieve pain. Through 
its unique interwoven design, the mattress helps you roll over easily, distribute 
weight evenly and allows airflow to help keep you in a deeper restful sleep. It 
is 100% washable, a cleaner mattress.

It has 8 unmatched highlights its counterparts do not have as listed from Page 10 to Page 15. Please go through the pages in
details and you will be shocked by how magic Stranleap New Generation Mattress is. 

It is not like that. Now it might be a little bit expensive than the traditional mattresses on average, but we believe in the near 
future we will make it similarly or even more affordable.

What Are the Applications of Stranleap New Generation Mattress?
It has a wide range of applications, such as nursing homes, kindergartens, hotels, schools, hospitals, health care centers, etc., and 
of course, households. A lot of families buy this innovative product for their pets. Foreseeably, it will become a most received 
product.
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THE OUTLOOK 
OF STRANLEAP NEW 
GENERATION MATTRESS.

..........................................................................................................................................

..........................................................................................................................................

Nursing Home Kindergarten Hotel School Hospital Health Care Center Home
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WHY STRANLEAP
Stranleap is a brand that takes a 360°approach to sleep comfort by designing a product with new materials and technologies to ensure 
the best natural spinal alignment at personalized firmness to reduce pain, thus you will end up the next morning feeling reenergized 
and refreshed.

Polyester breathable mesh 
cloth as recommended by 
us, or on an as-needed basis

our specially made fiber

breathable mesh cloth as 
recommended by us, or on
 an as-needed basis
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Comfortability
Due to the special interwoven workmanship and the 
special performance of the material itself, Stranleap 
New Generation Mattress gently supports body weight 
from every angle, resulting in an evener distribution 
of body weight, thus the angle of sacrum gets evener 
on Stranleap New Generation Mattress than on 
traditional mattresses. That’s to say, people get their 
back arched to a smaller extent while sleeping on 
Stranleap New Generation Mattress, enabling the spine 
to be more naturally aligned. This is the reason why 
people can wake up with more energy and less pain. 

Stranleap New Generation 
Mattress

Traditional Mattress

Stranleap New 
Generation Mattress

Traditional Mattress

Stranleap New 
Generation Mattress

Traditional Mattress

Clock Time Clock Time

Stranleap New Generation 
Mattress

Traditional Mattress
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INNOVATIVE INNER CORE
Using high polymer elastic science and technology materials imported from Japan.

Breathability
IIts special structure allows air to be permeable into the mattress thoroughly, 
preventing people from feeling stuffy. This could be a greater blessing to 
bed-bound patients, no risk of pressure ulcer at all as well as to babies, no 
worry of sweaty backs at all. 

Washability
Like no other mattresses, Stranleap New Generation Mattress is the 
cleanest on earth. Its special structure allows water and detergent to 
penetrate, enabling it to be cleaned, which helps remove viruses, 
bacteria, bedbugs, dust mites, spills, pet hair, dander, etc. This 
performance also creates a chance for mothers(nurses) to decide 
whether to have babies(patients) to wear a diaper.

.....................................................................................................................................................

No Sweat-absorbing Back Towel  No Pressure Ulcer

Stranleap New
 Generation Mattress
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Elasticity
Stranleap New Generation Mattress is highly resilient, bouncing back 
immediately after pressure on it is removed, which helps really reduce 
physical strain and lessens muscle activity while in sleep so people can 
wake up feeling more invigorated.

Durability
The core of Stranleap New Generation Mattress has successfully 
gone through a pressure resistance test of 80000 times, and the 
result sees a neglectable sinkage , which is a big win for your 
wallet and the environment.

.........................................................................................................................................................

Storability
Stranleap New Generation top(thin) mattress (much lighter
than other ones sized the same) can be rolled into a suitcase,
enabling people to travel with their loved sleep solution 
anywhere. Stranleap New Generation (thick) mattress can be 
detached into 3 modules, stackable, easier to store.

Modularity
The modular design allowing people to have 3 
modules(firm, soft and moderate) into one mattress, 
enables people to personalize their comfort 
according to their sleep preferences. 

.....................................................................................................................................................

Stranleap New Generation 
Mattress

Tradiitional 
Mattress
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Eco-friendliness
The core of Stranleap New Generation Mattress is made of a food grade, non-toxic, recyclable and efficient 
material, leading to the minimal emission of harmful substances and waste. Its high recyclability enables it to 
be melted unlimited times to make new products, no risk of infection, toxication and pollution at all. Its 
eco-friendliness leaves the lowest carbon footprint to the earth.   

0 Formaldehyde 0 Glue 0 Heavy Metal
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Core Thickness(mm) :                      30/50/100/130/on an as-needed basis

Length(mm) :                                      2000/on an as-needed basis

Width(mm) :                                        900/1200/1500/1800/on an as-needed basis

Core :                                                      polyethylene

Outer Cover :                                       polyester/on an as-needed basis

Cover Pattern and Color :               many options for your choice/on an as-needed basis

Size, Materials and Designs

Home Use
Every day is a new day. Let’s get up feeling fueled by sleeping on the most comfortable mattress on earth.
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Special Care for Babies
Stranleap New Generation Mattress helps babies say goodbye to red buttock 
and sweaty backs, because it is 100% washable and breathable, enabling 
wearing a diaper and a sweat-absorbing back towel to be unnecessary. Besides, 
its perfect performance in maintaining the best spinal alignment is beneficial to 
the skeletal development of babies. 

School Use
The comfortability and elasticity of Stranleap New Generation Mattress enable students to sleep on a 100% spine aligned posture, 
helping fuel them for better school performance and secure their skeletal development. 

No Sweat-absorbing 
Back Towel

 No Red Buttock
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Hotel Use
The cleanest mattress on earth and the best mattress for spine alignment help deliver a most impressive travel. 

Kindergarten Use
The comfortability and elasticity of Stranleap New Generation Mattress enable students to sleep on a 100% spine aligned posture, 
helping fuel them for better school performance and secure their skeletal development.  Sleeping without wearing a diaper and a
sweat-absorbing back towel, enabled by the washability and breathability, now becomes possible. 
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Nursing Home Use
The 100% washable design ensures a sterilized sleep environment which can help stop the spread of bacteria and viruses. 

Hospital  Use
The 100% breachable design allows airflow to reach where bed-bound patients usually have pressure ulcer, helping reduce or 
even eliminate the risk of pressure ulcer. Its 100% washable design also ensures a sterilized sleep environment which helps stop 
the spread of bacteria and viruses. 
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Office Chair Cushion

Home Use Chair Cushion

Automobile Chair Cushion

Medical Use Wheelchair Cushion

Pillows
Stranleap New Generation Mattress core 
based pillow creates a moisture free and 
non-stuffy bedding for your head, no risk 
of infection caused by traditonal pillows 
as possible viruses and bacteria are 
hidden in them.

Cushions
Your hips deserve a breachable cushion like ours to be set free from feeling stuffy.
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Cushions for Pets
Why not bring a bedding like ours to shelter your loved pet ? It is easy to clean 
and your pet will never feel stuffy any more.
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